Casey is a Paterno Fellow and Schreyer Scholar majoring in Jewish Studies, Anthropology, and History with a minor in Classics and Ancient Mediterranean Studies.

Casey completed an internship with the Jewish Cultural Historical Museum in Curaçao. She also participated in an embedded course trip to Paris, where she spent a week learning about France's involvement in the Holocaust. The experience was part of a semester-long embedded course, FR/JST 197 France and the Holocaust in Film and Literature.

Casey is a Paterno Fellows Advisory Board member, a Liberal Arts Ambassador, and a mentee in the Liberal Arts Alumni Mentor Program.

After she graduates, Casey plans to pursue a career in museum education.

To read more student stories, visit LA.PSU.EDU/CHANGEMAKERS

PennState
College of the Liberal Arts
Jewish Studies

Unique Learning Opportunities
- Take courses in history and culture, literature, Holocaust and genocide studies, philosophy, language, and archaeology

Out-of-Classroom Experiences
- Independent research
- Penn State Hillel, whose mission is to enrich the lives of the estimated 5,000 Jewish students at Penn State so that they may enrich the Jewish people and the world
- Chabad of Penn State, a home away from home for thousands of Jewish students and faculty at Penn State

Multiple Pathways
- Pair with a Hebrew minor or a Holocaust and genocide studies certificate

Internships and Career Paths
- Archaeology
- Museum education
- Law
- Writing
- Business
- Medicine
- Secondary- and college-level teaching

Education Abroad
- Summer archaeological field school in Tel Akko in Israel
- Students in JST 426 The Holocaust and History can participate in a faculty-led trip to Poland.
- Penn State offers more than 400 education abroad programs to allow students to tailor their experience to their interests. Learn more about education abroad in the College of the Liberal Arts at la.psu.edu/education-abroad.

To learn more about the major, visit JEWISHSTUDIES.LA.PSU.EDU.
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